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Crude oil is formed in the earth’s crust when small living organisms such as algae and plankton sink to the ocean 

floor and become trapped under layers of sedimentary material. The sediment, initially made of sand, dirt, and broken 

up shells from the ocean floor, has solidified over millions of years into shale. Over such large time scales, the resulting 

biomass from the dead microorganisms is broken down into its constituent hydrocarbons, and forced into a liquid 

phase by the high pressure and resulting heat, from the shale above it. This liquid biomass conglomerates in nearby 

porous rocks, like limestone; this is how an oil reservoir is formed. The liquid that has formed from this process can be 

extracted from these reservoirs as crude oil. The hydrocarbons that compose the majority of crude oil can react with 

oxygen from the atmosphere, by combustion, to release large amounts of energy. For this reason, crude oil is the basis 

of the transportation industry, as the crude oil can be chemically refined through various processes and the chemical 

energy within can be harnessed to perform meaningful work. Heavy oil is a more specific type of crude oil that 

distinguishes itself with a much higher density and viscosity than conventional crude oil. This type of oil cannot be 

extracted in the traditional manner, by simply being pumped to the surface when a reservoir is identified. Heavy oil 

must either be diluted or heated in some manner if it is to be extracted in large quantities. Novel methods of extracting 

heavy oil are a large subject of interest in the oil industry today.  

Ideally, the extraction of crude oil from the ground would be fast, efficient, and safe for the environment. 

However, extraction tactics of today, like hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, present a high level of risk to the 

surrounding environment and communities. The harsh chemicals that are often used can contaminate clean water 

supplies, while the physical mechanism of penetrating rock can potentially trigger hazardous geological events such as 

earthquakes and sinkholes. Thus, the overall purpose of our work is to present a feasible alternative to fracking 

through electromagnetic irradiation that could enhance oil output from reservoirs, while also minimizing risk to the 

surrounding environment and community. 
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Figure 2:  Fluorescent Microparticles
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Figure  3: Engineering Drawing of Internal Vertical 
Design of Testing Apparatus

Early designs of our testing apparatus showed a microwave with modified internal 

lighting, hopefully allowing for a clearer view of the internal testing chamber without 

posing danger from microwave radiation to the lighting itself. One of the problems faced 

was that electrical modifications were deemed dangerous and unnecessary, as the 

operating voltages of the microwave’s interior components are on the order of a few 

thousand volts. Also, the preexisting halogen bulb of a microwave, even if replaced with a 

brighter and higher color temperature LED, would illuminate the testing chamber from 

behind and slightly to the right, if facing the microwave from the front. Lighting was 

desired that would make it easier for the microscope to observe the fluorescent beads 

themselves, and not their shadows. 

Figure 4: Image of Acrylic Box in Interior of 
Microwave

FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS
There are two aspects of the project that we recommend reexamining in the future: 

the microscopy of the fluorescent particles, and the overall safety of using a high-powered 

microwave radiation source. The microscope we initially chose for this project is relatively 

inexpensive, and as a result, had difficulty in accurately locating fluorescent particles. Part of 

this trouble also stems from the inflexibility of the internal testing apparatus positioning. 

There is always going to be a minimum distance between the end of the microscope and the 

near side of the acrylic box, and ideally we would have liked for this distance to be smaller. 

The ability of the microscope to see through the protective metal mesh in the door of the 

microwave was severely limited due to the distance restrictions and small size of the holes. 

We also think that the safety of modifying and using the microwave should be the 

number one priority during the final testing phases of the project. Regardless of whatever 

solution the following team decides to pursue, they should not modify the microwave in a 

manner that poses any electrical hazard or allows any microwave radiation to escape from 

the apparatus in any way. For these reasons, we decided against any internal lighting 

modifications, and chose to illuminate the internal testing chamber from the outside. Also, 

the idea of drilling a small hole through the metal grate to enhance microparticle visibility 

was considered, but ultimately deemed unsafe, for obvious reasons. However, it is easy to 

shield from microwave radiation, as microwaves do not pass through metal. Also, our client 

purchased a device that measures the amount of ambient electromagnetic radiation, which 

would help ensure the safety of any modifications made to the microwave door. 

CONCLUSIONS

 Figure 6: Microscopy Image of Fluorescent Beads through Microwave Door

 Figure 5: Acrylic Box Subjected to High 
Temperatures with Residual Paraffin

Figure 1:  Solid Chunk of Paraffin

The completion of our project would require overcoming a few major obstacles regarding 

the testing apparatus, which would divide the project into a few distinct phases. With the end 

goal of the project being to prove that electromagnetic heating of heavy oil is a viable alternative 

to hydraulic fracturing (fracking), there are variables which should be held constant or 

continuously monitored: for instance, the even distribution of fluorescent microspheres in the 

paraffin/glass bead mixture presents a problem which requires its own experimentation to 

determine the most consistent method of de-agglomeration, so that the microsphere density 

and visibility do not change between experiments. The microscopy of the fluorescent particles is 

another parameter that our project sought to hold constant between experiments. The distance 

between the microscope and the testing chamber, the angle, and the lighting should be 

consistent between experiments so that the results, when analyzed, are easily comparable. The 

biggest problem faced was microscopy through the metal electromagnetic shielding inside the 

door of the microwave. There were a few workarounds that were in consideration at the time of 

the university shutdown, with operator safety being the first priority. Removal of protective 

plastic on the outer layer of the door or the microscope would allow for a closer view through 

the holes in the grate, as well as repositioning of the internal testing apparatus. However, a final 

consensus was never reached. With the microscopy, the most important variable observed with 

this experimental setup is the flow rate of the paraffin over time, and its correlation with EM 

exposure. Another one of the variables this project sought to track during experimentation is the 

temperature of the paraffin mixture over time during heating. For this, a FLIR (forward-looking 

infrared) camera was purchased to track the temperature easily through the door of the 

microwave. From this information, melting and solidification points could be easily determined, 

as well as a correlation between temperature, flow rate, and EM exposure. 

Figure 7: Front View of Acrylic Box with Drilled Holes

 Figure 8:Images of Fluorescent Particles Agglomerated within Liquid Paraffin
Figure 9: Acrylic Box with Added Microparticles

Firstly, with the recent global developments and the spread of the Coronavirus, the 

university was forced to shut down for the latter portion  of the semester, leaving senior 

design teams without access to campus resources for the completion of their projects. Many 

projects, in addition to this one, will be left to a subsequent senior class for the following 

academic year, in hopes that others can pick up where this project left off. Prior to the 

university closure, a suitable testing location in the Science and Engineering Building (SEB) was 

chosen, all materials necessary for the completion of the project were acquired, the testing 

apparatus was assembled, and essential modifications were nearly finalized. 

For each of the project  parameters, it would have been beneficial to the project as a 

whole to run several smaller experiments solely to determine the best way to optimize the 

setup, and ensure consistent results. Prior to the university closure, a suitable and consistent 

method for mixing fluorescent microparticles with paraffin had been finalized. A controlled 

amount of solid paraffin (shown in Figure 1) was placed in a ceramic mug, and microwaved 

until fully melted, and then a certain weight quantity of microspheres (shown in Figure 2)  

were added to the paraffin and mixed thoroughly. Paraffin experiences rather sudden phase 

changes during electromagnetic heating, meaning that during 15 minutes of continuous 

heating, it is not slowly melting the entire time; rather, it seems to all melt at once, defying 

expectations. Upon cooling, paraffin behaves differently. It solidifies slowly, from the outsides 

of the container (where conduction through the container wall and convection to the 

surroundings channel heat) inward. Mixing the fluorescent beads must be done with care, as 

agglomeration can cause the particles to be invisible to the microscope during testing. Also, 

one must be sure to allow the fluorescent beads to disperse fully through the acrylic testing 

container, preferably up to the sides, where the microscope can clearly see the beads as they 

flow downward. With the method of mixing the fluorescent beads finalized, the lighting of the 

apparatus was dealt with.
Lighting was then necessary from the front of the microwave. The most simple and 

cost effective solution was found to be a flexible lamp powered by an array of 

variable-color and variable-brightness LEDs that was positioned through the outside of 

the handle of the microwave door, facing the inside of the microwave. This solution 

proved to be very effective, as the light output was much more than necessary, and the 

flexibility of color, brightness, and position allowed for an optimal configuration for 

microscopy to be reached. A sample image of the microspheres illuminated by this 

lighting configuration is shown above in Figure 6.

The first experiment performed was to determine how paraffin melted and how 

long it would take for paraffin to melt in the microwave. A solid block of paraffin was 

placed in one of the acrylic boxes which was then placed in the microwave. In order to 

determine exactly when the paraffin melted, it was heated at different time increments. 

Starting with a time of 1 minute, and moving to 2, 5, 10, and 25 minutes overall. The 

paraffin did not melt after the 10 minute mark so it was upped to 25 in order to see if 

the paraffin would actually melt from EM radiation. After 25 minutes, the paraffin had 

melted and it was also observed that paraffin, when heated, doesn’t melt overtime but 

undergoes a sudden phase change and melts instantaneously. This was very important 

when it came to more in depth testing, including testing with the fluorescent beads 

being used. 

Unfortunately, a minimum microwave radiation exposure time 

was not established, however, 25 minutes was more than enough to 

fully melt about 20 grams of pure, solid paraffin. This raises a critical 

question, however; how much time would it take to melt a quantity of 

room temperature paraffin in a single instance?  In order for the melted 

paraffin to flow unimpeded during testing, an adjustment must be 

made to the acrylic box itself. The most viable solution was found to be 

drilling equal size holes at an equal distance away from each other into 

the bottom of the acrylic box, as shown in Figure 7. Using a 3/16” drill 

bit, a set of 7x7 holes were drilled equally throughout the bottom of 

the box. The holes were smaller than the size of the glass beads so that 

the beads did not fall through the bottom of the box. Once the holes 

had been drilled, the glass beads were placed in the acrylic box and 

water was run over the top of the beads to ensure that the flow of 

water was unimpeded through the beads and out the bottom of the 

box. Once testing had begun, the melted paraffin was poured into the 

box with holes, and so that the paraffin didn’t leak out the bottom a 

sheet of paper was placed under it. The fluorescent microspheres were 

then poured into the melted paraffin and it was allowed to solidify 

(Figure 9) before being removed from the sheet of paper. 
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